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Abstract
There are numerous educational paradigms each with their advocates and critics. The cognitive science approach
is based on modelling memory as short term and long term each with their different characteristics. All learning
consists of an iterative cycle of assimilate and retrieve between these two types of memory. The objective is the
construction of an ordered mental structure called a schema in long term memory. With this approach it is
possible to define schemas according to an optimal learning sequence. An optimum sequence has minimal
cognitive load and hence the ideal teaching sequence. Previous work has clearly demonstrated that this method
may be applied to network technology education. This paper applies the same method of teaching financial
instruments in project management. Results to date demonstrate that scaffolding, based on cladistics parsimony
analysis is a generic method and can be applied to different disciplines. Using this method an optimal learning
sequence for project management financial instruments may be produced.
Keywords: teaching, project management, contracts, pedagogy, scaffolding
1. Introduction
1.1 Project Management
Project management is considered an essential body of knowledge for engineers in all disciplines at all course
levels: diploma, undergraduate and postgraduate. Project management at its core consists of topics that include:
systems development life cycle, planning, networks, scheduling, cost estimating, budgeting, quality, risk analysis
and management. In a broader context topics such as organizational behavior (teamwork, conflict etc.) and
corporate strategy (project portfolio, international project management etc.) may also be taught. There are a wide
range of textbooks that may include power point slides and supporting materials such as questions with sample
answers. Project management of itself is a broad discipline. Hence in order to facilitate teaching project
management to engineers a textbook with an engineering perspective was chosen (Nicholas, 2014). A project is
initiated by a Request for Proposal from a client followed by Proposals from contracts resulting in a contract
between the client and the chosen contractor. Projects are fundamentally different from routine production in that
they are: goal oriented, temporary, unique, constrained (resources), multidisciplinary and risky. Given that risk is
an essential aspect of project management there is a wide range of financial instruments to choose from that
variously apportions risk between the client and contractor such as: firm fixed price, cost plus fixed fee, cost plus
incentive fee etc. The problem to be addressed is to determine the optimum method of teaching these different
financial instruments.
1.2 Pedagogy
There is a wide range of educational approaches that include: behaviorism (Skinner, 1948), cognitive (Dick,
1990) and constructivism (Piaget, 1954). Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses; advocates and critics.
These three educational paradigms are complemented by a wide range of different methods for representing,
conveying and acquiring knowledge that include: tree construction and cognitive maps (Diekhoff, 1983), content
structures (Meyer, 1985), frames and slots (Minsky, 1975), semantic maps (Fisher, 1990), causal interaction
maps (Jonassen, 1993), concept maps (Ausbel, 1963) etc. Allied to all these different teaching methods are the
associated taxonomies used to evaluate the effectiveness of learning namely: Bloom (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst,
Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956), and Structure of Observation of Learning Outcomes (SOLO) (Biggs & Collis, 1989).
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Regardlesss of the teaching method or taxonomy useed quality teacching is based on high levelss of teacher-stu
udent
interactionn.
1.4 State H
Hypotheses andd Their Corresspondence to R
Research Desiggn
The approach taken by thhis study is baased on the coggnitive paradiggm along with the SOLO eduucational taxon
nomy.
The cogniitive science approach
ap
may be enhanced bby employing a quantitativee approach in order to define the
optimum llearning sequeence. Accordinng to Maj, ‘This paper suggeests that it is ppossible to quaantifiably miniimize
the compleexity of the material
m
being taught and heence minimizee the cognitivee load using pparsimony analysis.
Using parrsimony analyssis it is possibble to define thhe optimum leearning sequennce (S. P. Majj, Veal, D., 20
010)’.
Further woork supports this
t
hypothesis (McIIwain, 2017), (S. P. Maj, Ohtsuki, K., Akamatssu, T., Mackay
y, S.,
2016), (S.P. Maj & Veaal, 2007). It hhas been demoonstrated that a cognitive science approaach aligns with
h the
SOLO taxxonomy (S. P Maj, 2017)). This is im
mportant becauuse SOLO deefines a learnning hierarchy
y of:
uni-structuural, multi-struuctural, relationnal and extendded abstract w
which align witth how cognitiive science mo
odels
how students learn. Therre are two typees of memory – short term aand long term. Short term meemory is of lim
mited
capacity, dduration and bandwidth;
b
loong term mem
mory is of lim
mitless capacityy and duratioon. Learning is the
process off presenting neew material to short term mem
mory and an itterative cycle of assimilationn and retrieval with
long term memory. The objective is thhe constructionn of a schemaa in long term memory. A scchema is ideally an
ordered, cooherent structuure that aligns with the SOLO
O definition off relational knoowledge. A schhema that is po
oorly
structured with relationnal links repreesents learninng that is incoomplete, incoonsistent and ppossibly incorrrect.
Teaching aand learning iss therefore besst facilitated byy the identification of the m
material to be taaught in termss of a
well-definned schema. Suuch a schema defines the seequence of teaaching from thhe simplest to the more com
mplex
learning ouutcomes figuree 1 (S. P Maj, 22017).

Figgure 1. Teachinng and learningg objectives
2. Method
d
Four differrent financial instruments w
were selected ––Firm Fixed P
Price (FFP), Coost Plus Fixedd Fee (CPFF), Cost
Plus Incenntive Fee (CPIIF) and Fixed Price Incentivve Fee (FPIF). Material proovided by the ttextbook (textbook
explanatioons and power points slides) for these topiccs was analyzeed based on thhe parsimony m
method. Parsim
mony
analysis iis based on cladistics which is a classsification meethod to grouup taxa (grouups with com
mmon
characterisstics). The outtput of cladistiics is a cladogrram (Henning, 1965). The rrelationship beetween taxa ma
ay be
plesiomorpphic (primitivve) or apomorrphic (advanced, derived). Cladistic anaalysis orders tthese items in
nto a
hierarchy rrepresenting thhe simplest annd most parsim
mony manner ii.e. from the m
most primitive (plesiomorphiic) to
the more aadvanced (apom
morphic). A sooftware tool is available – Phhylogenetic Annalysis Using P
Parsimony (PA
AUP).
However w
with a small number
n
of item
ms it is possiblee to do this maanually. An esssential aspect of Cladistics is
i the
identificatiion of taxa whhich are the unnderlying conccepts underpinnning FFP, CPF
FF, CPIF and F
FPIF. Accordin
ng to
Maj, ‘Thee parsimony cladogram
c
reppresents a strructured and logical teachhing sequencee with a miniimum
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cognitive lload’ (S. P. Maaj, Veal, D., 20010 ). Minimuum cognitive looad representss the most effiicient learning path
(S. P Majj, 2017). Price is defined as fee plus ccost; budget iss the agreed price. Clearlyy fee and cost are
plesiomorpphic to price and
a price is pleesiomorphic bbudget i.e. theyy are derived. Projects are inntrinsically risk
ky in
which the project may be on-budget orr out of budgett (over or undeer). Hence riskk can be sharedd.
3. Results
The initiall cladogram ideentifies the funndamental conncepts (taxa) annd be presented diagrammatiically (figure 2).
2

Figure 2. Cladogram 1
g in a
Taxa have characteristiccs which are ussed to define ttaxa and hencee provide criteeria used to define branching
m. For examplee, there is a rissk that the prooject may be oout of budget ((under or overr). This risk ca
an be
cladogram
handled inn two differentt ways i.e. riskk sharing and nno risk sharingg. Similarly with no risk sharring the risk ca
an be
allocated eentirely either to the contracttor (FFP) or thhe client (CPFF
F) illustrated inn figure 3.

Figure 3. Cladogram 2
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This cladoogram may thhen be used aas the basis oof constructingg educational material suchh as diagramss and
associatedd text based explanations. Diagrams arre important because theyy provide a ssimple method of
representinng relational knowledge.
k
Foor example thee relationship between fee, cost and pricee and be illustrated
diagrammaatically (figurre 4). The nexxt level of thee cladogram uuses this diagrram but modiffied to include the
higher level learning conncepts of budgget (on, over/uunder) figure 5. Using the claadogram it is ppossible to pro
oduce
learning m
material based on
o an optimal learning sequeence.

Figure 4. F
Fee, cost and pprice

Figuure 5. Budget
4. Discusssion
Further w
work is neededd, but this prreliminary study strongly ssuggests that scaffolding, bbased on cladistics
parsimonyy analysis is a generic methhod that can be applied noot only to techhnical subjectts such as network
technologyy but also prooject managem
ment subjects.. Using this m
method an opptimal learningg sequence ca
an be
defined for teaching finaancial instrumeents. This sequuence can thenn be used as thhe basis of prooducing educattional
materials ssuch as diagram
ms and the asssociated textuaal explanationss.
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